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We design, We make, We fit
We bring joy  

Innerspace Cheshire is based in Whitchurch in the North West of 
England where we make products that are kind to people, the 
planet and animals. 

Our local, dedicated team of makers hand craft our product range  
at our workshop. And our installation team travel up and down 
the country to fit all products nationwide.

"If you're passing by come meet all the team and 
our loyal, key member - Penny, the Labradoodle“ 



urban texture.
aesthetic resemblance.
eco-friendly material.

Brickwall.

Innerspace Cheshire Brickwall is an ideal selection when 
aiming to introduce the tactile feel of brick to spaces that 
are challenging to access with traditional brickwork.
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Brickwall london panels draw inspiration from bricks 
sourced locally in London and the surrounding Thames 
Valley region. The distinctive paint finish features bold 
and unique creamy, yellow, sandy, and golden colours 
complemented by authentic 'coal-spotted' bricks. london.
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belfast.

Brickwall belfast panels are painted with a mixture of 
red, purple, brown colours. The combined colours and 
textures give you a fashionable look. Ideal for creating 
a sleek, modern feel in interior spaces. 
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Brickwall raw panels have a white, unfinished form that can 
act as a neutral backdrop, providing flexibility for diverse 
styling options. The light-reflective nature of the white 
surface contributes to a brighter spaces. With raw panels, 
you have the freedom to hand paint them in any desired 
colour, offering a customisable touch to your decor. raw.
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Bricks+moss is an option to bring a biophilic 
touch into your selected brick panels. Our 
Naturemoss lowland is integrated onto the 
panels in patches, mimicking the organic growth 
pattern of moss along the mortar lines. bricks+moss.
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choose your panels

brickwall.guide

london belfast bricks+moss
choose with london, belfast or a raw panels

raw

OR OR OR 
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Specification.
Standard composition.
Brickwall
Cast from plaster of paris with a hessian interlayer for 
stability.

Painted your choice of 'London' or 'Belfast'

Dimensions. 
Each panel is 990mm*940mm - 10mm(D)

Weight.
Approx 5Kg / Panel 94
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london belfast raw bricks+moss
special request

Sample selection

bricks.samples



We'd love to hear from you.
01270 625043
office@innerspacecheshire.co.uk
www.innerspacecheshire.co.uk


